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A Kirkman square with index 2, latinicity #, block size k and v points, KSk(v; #, Z), is a t x t 
array (t = 3.(v - 1)/#(k - 1)) defined on a v-set V such that (1) each point of V is contained in 
precisely # cells of each row and column, (2) each cell of the array is either empty or contains a 
k subset of V, and (3) the collection of blocks obtained from the nonempty cells of the array is 
a (v, k, 3.)-BIBD. The existence question for KS2(v; #, 3.) has been completely selttled. We are 
interested in the next case k = 3. The ease k = 3 and # = 3. = 1 appears to be quite difficult, 
although some existence results are available. For 3.> 1 and # t> 1, the problem is more 
tractable. In this paper, we prove the existence of KS3(v; 2, 4) for v - -3  (rood 12), v-= 6 
(mod 60) and v - 9 (rood 96). 
1. Introduction 
A Kirkman square with index 3., latinicity #, block size k and v points, 
KSk(V; #, 3.), is a t x t array (t = 3.(v - 1)/#(k - 1)) defined on a v-set V such that 
(1) each point of V is contained in precisely # cells of each row and column, 
(2) each cell of the array is either empty of contains a k-subset of V, and 
(3) the collection of blocks obtained from the nonempty cells of the array is a 
(v, k, 3.)-BIBD. 
The existence question for KS2(v; #, 3.) has been completely settled [4]. We 
are interested in the next case k = 3. 
The existence of a KSk(V; #, ~) is equivalent o the existence of a (v, k, 3.)- 
BIBD with a pair of orthogonal #-resolutions. Thus, for # = 1, the existence of a 
KSk(V; #, 3.) is equivalent to the existence of a doubly resolvable (v, k, 3.)-BIBD. 
The spectrum for DR(v, k, 3.)-BIBDs with k >/3 has not been determined. For 
k = 3 and 3. = 1, the problem appears to be quite difficult and the best result, thus 
far, is asymptotic. We note that a necessary condition for the existence of a 
KS3(v ;  1, 1) is v ~- 3 (mod 6). 
Theorem 1.1 [7]. There exists a constant V 1 such that for  all v >t Vl and v =-- 3 
(mod 6) there exists a KS3(v; 1, 1). 
If we consider either the case k = 3, # = 1 and 3. > 1 or the case k = 3, # > 1 and 
3. > 1, more results are known. A necessary condition for the existence of a 
KS3(v; 1, 2) is v -- 0 (rood 3). KS3(v; 1, 2) have been studied ([1, 2, 5]) and some 
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recursive constructions can be found in [2] and [5]. The largest class of these 
arrays, thus far, is given by the following. 
Theorem 1.2 [5]. For v - 3 (mod 12), there exists a KS3(u; 1, 2) which contains as 
a subarray a KS3(3; 1, 2). 
The next case to consider is # = 2 and k = 3. A necessary condition for the 
existence of a KS3(v; 2, ~,) is ~./> 3. The smallest case ~. = 3 appears difficult. 
Some existence results are available and can be found in [4]. The next case ~. = 4 
is more tractable. In this paper, we concentrate on results for KS3(v; 2, 4)s. 
A necessary condition for the existence of a KS3(v; 2, 4) is V ~- 0 (mod 3). In 
the next section, we construct KS3(v, 2, 4)s for v -= 0 (mod 3) and 3 ~< v ~< 33. In 
Section 3, we provide some constructions for KS3(v; 2, 4)s. Many of these 
constructions are analogous to constructions used for KSa(v; 1, 2)s [5]. In the last 
section, we apply these constructions to prove the existence of KS3(v; 2, 4)s for 
v = 3 (mod 12), v - 6 (mod 60) and v = 9 (mod 96). 
2. Small designs and subarrays 
In this section we construct some small KSa(v; 2, 4)s. We will be interested in 
KS3(v; 2, 4)s which contain as subarrays KSa(w; 2, 4)s where 0< w <v.  The 
following result gives an upper bound for w. We state and prove it for 
KSk(V;/z, Z). 
Theorem 2.1. I f  there is a KSk(V ; l t ,  ~,) which contains as a subarray a 
KSk(W;/z, Z) where w < v, then w <- (v + 1)/(k + 1). 
Proof. Let B be a KSk(V; ft, ~,) defined on a v-set V. Let A be a KSk(w; ft, ~.) 
defined on a w-set W where W c V. B is a t x t array where t = ,~,(v - 1)//~(k - 1) 
and A is an s x s array where s = ~.(w - 1)/?z(k - 1). Suppose B contains A as a 
subarray. By permuting the rows and columns of B (if necessary), B can be 




Let x e V - W. Then x must occur/~ times in each row of R and ?t times in each 
column of C. x must also occur ~w times in D since x must occur with each 
element of W ~. times and no block in D contains more than one element of W. 
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Since x must occur/zt imes in B we have the inequality 2/is + ~.w ~</zt. This is 
or 
2/z,~(w- 1) /~. (v -  1) 
+~,w~< 
/z(k - 1) / , (k -  1) ' 
2w - 2 + w(k  - 1) <~v - 1. 
Thus, we have w ~< (v + 1)/(k + 1). [] 
Corollary 2.2. I f  there is a KS3(v;2, 4) which contains as a subarray a 
KS3(3; 2, 4), then v >t 12. 
It is possible to construct KS3(v;2, 4)s from special KS3(v;1, 2)s. A 
KS3(v; 1, 2), A, is called complementary if there exists a KS3(v; 1, 2), B, which 
can be written in the empty cells of A. The next result follows immediately from 
this definition. 
Lemma 2.3. I f  there exists a complementary KS3(v; 1, 2), then there is a 
KS3(1) ; 2, 4). 
KS3(I~ ; 1, 1)s can also be used to construct KS3(v; 2, 4)s. 
Lemma 2.4 I f  there exists a KS3(13; 1, 1), then there exists a KS3(v; 2, 4) which 
contains as a subarray a KS3(3; 2, 4). 
Proof. Let D be a KS3(v; 1, 1). The array [~ o °] is a KS3(v; 2, 4). It is clear that 
this array contains as a subarray a KS3(3; 2, 4). [] 
Theorem 2.5. There exist KS3(v; 2, 4) for  v =-0 (mod 3) and 3 <-v <~ 33. For 
v = 15, 21, 27 and 33, the arrays contain as a subarray a KS3(3; 2, 4). 
Proof. (i) v = 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 27. 
v Construction 




9 Fig. 2.1 
12 Starter S
Adder A 
15 Fig. 2.2 
27 
~24 ~31 012 034 
1 3 0 4 
oo710 124 268 379 
0 10 7 6 
013 oo08 5610 459 
5 3 2 1 
There exists a KS3(27; 1, 1) [3]. Apply Lemma 2.4 
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-oo 0~ 02 01 31 22 022~ 32 oo 1~ 12 1~ 3~ 2~ 12 22 32 
oo 1~ 12 013~ 22 12 2232 oo O~ 02 1~ 3~ 2~ 02 21 32 
O12~ 12 0o 21 22 02 11 22 01 11 32 o03132 023~ 12 
021~ 22 O~ 1~ 32 003~ 32 023t 12 012112 oo 2~ 22 
oo 3132 023112 O1 1132 002x 22 021~ 22 Ox 2, 12 
o~ 2~ 22 023112 01 2112 o03~ 32 02 lx 22 O~ 1~ 3~ 
12 22 32 0o 11 12 11 31 21 022~ 32 ~o 01 02 O1 31 22 
1~ 312~ 022~ 32 °°0~ 02 013122 122232 001112_ 
Fig. 2.1. KS3(9; 2, 4). 
m _ _ l  
~OO 346 254 65i 412 ~06 365 126 523 431 
~ l i  450 365 062 523 542 ~ l i  406 230 634 
634 ~22 56i 406 103 653 ~22 510 34i 045 
2i4 045 ~33 602 5i0 156 064 ~33 621 452 
6~i 325 156 ~44 0i3 563 260 105 ~44 032 
032 436 260 ~55 124 143 604 30i 2i6 ~55 
235 143 540 301 ~66 254 0i5 4i2 320 ~66 
54] ~ l i  406 2]0 634 ~ l i  450 365 062 523 
65] ~22 510 34i 045 634 ~2] 56i 406 10] 
156 064 ~3] 621 45] 2i4 045 ~35 602 5i0 
143 604 30i 2i6 ~55 012 416 260 ~55 12]- 
254 0i5 4i2 320 ~66 235 143 540 301 ~66 
Figure 2.2. KS3(15; 2, 4). 
(ii) v = 18, 21, 24, 30 and 33. 
Starters and adders for complementary KS3(o; 1, 2)s are listed in Table 2.3. 
The starter for v = 18 , . . . ,  30 were taken from [1]. [] 
3. Constructions 
Let V be a set of v elements. Let G1, G2, • • . ,  Gm be a partition of V into m 
sets. A {G1, G2, • • •, Gm}-frame F with block size k, index 2 and latinicity # is a 
square array of side v which satisfies the properties listed below. We index the 
rows and columns of F by the elements of V. 
1. Each cell is either empty of contains a k subset of V. 
2. Let F~ be the subsquare of F indexed by the elements of G~. F~ is empty for 
i= l ,  2 , . . . ,m.  
3. Let j e Gi. Row j of F contains each element of V - G/# times and column j 
of F contains each element of V - Gi # times. 
4. The collection of blocks obtained from the nonempty cells of F is a 
GDD(v; k; GI, (72 , . . . ,  G,,,; O, ~,). (See [12] for GDD notation.) 
If there is a {G~, G2, . .  •, G,,, }-frame H with block size k, index ~ and latinicity # 
such that 
(1) Hi = F~ for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, and 
(2) H can be written in the empty cells of F -  [,.ffi--1F/, 
then H is called a complement of F and denoted F. The superposition of F and F, 
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Table 2.3. Starter and adders for complementary KS3(v; 1, 2)s for v = 18, 21, 24, 30, 33 












~01 237 4612 5 11 14 8 10 15 9 13 16 
0 7 16 10 15 3 
4 14 5 11 6 1 
~0 10 123 49 16 57 19 6 12 15 8 13 17 11 14 18 
0 3 5 12 1 15 4 







235 46 14 7 13 18 8 1622 912 19 101721 
7 13 18 21 9 5 
22 16 11 8 20 1 
v = 30 
S oo01 235 46I I  71322 81626 92025 101723 
A1 0 10 14 15 8 18 16 
A2 9 28 24 23 1 20 22 
12 21 24 14 18 28 15 19 27 
11 3 21 
27 6 17 
v = 33 
S ~0 16 1 28 7921 36 14 15 1928 5 1020 31 3024 
A1 0 4 22 1 27 14 28 
A 2 16 20 6 17 11 30 12 
2523 11 292618 17 134 272212 
10 31 5 18 
26 15 21 2 
Fo~', is a {G1, G2,. • •, G,,, }-frame with block size k, index 25 and latinicity 2#. 
If [G~I = h for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, we call F a (#, 5; k, m, h)-frame. If P exists, we 
call F a complementary (#, 5; k, m, h)-frame. 
We will use frames to provide some product constructions for KS3(v;2, 4)s. 
The first three constructions are analogous to constructions given in [5] for 
KS3(v; 1, 2)s. The following notation will be useful. Let N= {1, 2 , . . . ,  n) and 
let K= {t~l, re2, . . . ,  trt}. Let L~, L2 and L3 be a set of three mutually 
orthogonal Latin squares of side n defined on N. L will denote the array of triples 
formed by the superposition of L1, L2 and L3. L~k is the n x n array of triples 
formed by replacing each tiple (a, b, c) in L with the triple (ai, bj, Ck) where 
a iENx (i}, b j~Nx {1"}, CkEN× (k} andi, j , k~K.  
Theorem 3.1. If there exists a (2, 4; 3, m, 1)-frame, a KS3(n + 1; 2, 4) and three 
mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side n, then there is a KS3(mn + 1; 2, 4) 
which contains as a subarray a KS3(n + 1; 2, 4). 
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Proof. Let N = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} and let N /= N x {i} for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. Let Ki be 
a KS3(n + 1; 2, 3) defined on Ni LI {~}. Let Fbe  a (2, 4; 3, m, 1)-frame defined on 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  m} such that i is missing from cell (i, i) for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. 
We construct a KSa(mn + 1; 2, 4) on (N x {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}) t2 {oo} as follows. 
Replace each triple (i, j, k) in F with the n x n array Li/k. In each cell (i, i) of F, 
place the n x n array Ki for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. Each of the remaining empty cells in 
F is replaced by an n x n empty array. The resulting array A has size mn x mn. 
Each distinct pair in (N x {1, 2 , . . . ,  m})LI {~} occurs four times in A. Each 
element in (N x {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}) t.J {oo} occurs twice in each row and twice in each 
column of A. Thus, A is a KSa(mn + 1; 2, 4). [] 
The next result will be used for (2, 4; 3, m, h)-frames with h = 1, 3 and 6. 
Theorem 3.2. I f  there exists a (2, 4; 3, m, h)-frame, a KSa(hn + w; 2, 4) which 
contains as a subarrary a KSa(w; 2, 4) (w I> 3) and three mutually orthogonal Latin 
squares of side n, then there is a KS3(hmn + w; 2, 4) which contains as a subarray 
a KS3(w; 2, 4). 
Proof. Let V={x~,x~, . . . , x~ l l~<i~<m} for i= l ,  2 , . . . , rn  and let Gi= 
{xil, x~, . . . ,  x~,}. Let W= {~1, ~2, . . . ,  °°w} and let N= {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. 
Let F be a (2, 4; 3, m, h)-frame defined on V. F is a {G1, G2, • • •, Gm}-frame. 
Construct an hmn x hmn array H from F by replacing each triple (x, y, z) in F 
with the n x n array Lxyz and by replacing each empty cell in F with an n x n 
empty array. H contains a diagonal of m hn x hn empty arrays. 
Let Ki denote a KSa(hn + w; 2, 4) defined on (N x G~) LI W which contains as a 
subarray a KS3(w; 2, 4) defined on W. Let A denote the subarray defined on W. 
Ki can be partitioned as follows: 
A B/]}w-1 
K i= C i Di }hn ' 
where A is of size (w - 1) x (w - 1) and Di is of size hn x hn. 
We now construct a new array K from H and the Ki's for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. K is 











• - • Bm 
Dm 
u 
K is an hmn + w - 1 square array. Each element of (N x V) t9 W occurs precisely 
twice in each row and column of K. Every distinct pair in (N x V) LI W occurs 
twice in K. Thus, K is a KS3(hmn + w; 2, 4) which contains as a subarray a 
KS3(w; 2, 4) (A). [] 
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The next construction is an indirect product for KS3(v; 2, 4)s. Before describing 
the construction, we recall the definition of an IA(n, k, s). Let V be a finite set of 
size n. Let K be a subset of size k of V. An incomplete orthogonal array 
IA(n, k, s) is an (n 2 - k 2) x s array written on the symbol set V such that every 
ordered pair of symbols in V x V -  (K x K) occurs in any ordered pair of 
columns from the array. We may think of an IA(n, k, s) as a set of s - 2 mutually 
orthononal Latin squares of order n which are missing a subsquare of order k. We 
need not to be able to fill in the k x k missing subsquares with Latin squares of 
side k. 
Theorem 3.3. Let  u, v and w be non-negative integers such that 0 <<-u < w < v. 
Suppose that v -u -O  (modh) and w-u -O (modh). I f  there exists a 
(2, 4; 3, m, h)-frame, an IA((v - u)/h,  (w - u)/h,  5), a KS3(v + 1; 2, 4) which 
contains as a subarray a KS3(w + 1; 2, 4), and a KS3(m(w - u) + u + 1; 2, 4), 
then there exists a KS3(m(v - u) + u + 1; 2, 4). 
Proof. Let V= {X~,X~2, . . . ,X~hl I <<-i<.m}, W= {1,2,  . . . , (v -u ) /h} ,  W~= 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  (w - u ) /h}  and U= {0Ol, ooz,-- . ,  oo,,+z}- Let Gi = {x~, xi2, . . . , Xih}. 
Let F be a (2,4;3, m,h)-frame defined on V such that F is a 
{(31, G2, . . . , Gm )-frame. 
We construct a set of three mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order 
(v - u) /h  defined on W which are missing subsquares of order (w - u) /h  defined 
on W1 in the upper left hand comers of the arrays from the IA ( (v -  u)/h,  
(w-  u)/h,  5). Let I be the (v -  u) /h  x (v -  u) /h array of triples formed from 
the superposition of these three squares. The array/#k will be the array of triples 
formed by replacing each triple (a, b, c) in I with the triple (ai, bj, Ck) where 
aiE W X (i}, b i ~ W x {j} and C k E W X {k}. 
Next, we construct an m(v-  u)x m(v- u) array from F by replacing each 
triple in F by the (v - u ) /h  x (v - u) /h  array lijk. (Empty cells in F are replaced 
by (v - u) /h  x (v - u ) /h  empty arrays.) Call the resulting array H'. H'  contains a
diagonal of m (v -  u )x  (v -  u) empty arrays. We can partition H'  into m 2 
(v - u) x (v - u) arrays. Denote these arrays by H~i for i, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. We 
can permute the rows and columns of H '  so that each subarray H i contains an 
empty (w - u) x (w - u) array in the upper left hand comer. Call this array H. H 
also contains a diagonal of m (v -  u )x  (v -  u) empty arrays. H is defined on 
WxV.  
Let Ai be a KS3(v + 1; 2, 4) defined on (W x Gi) U U such that the subarray 
KS3(w + 1; 2, 4) is defined on (W1 x Gi) O U We can partition A~ as follows: 
A i 
Cj Ti K, 
We now construct an m(v-  u )+ u square array using the Ai's and H. This 
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E lm " 
E 
Tm Km 
The arrays labelled E in B1 are empty. They form an (m(w - u) + u) x (m(w - 
u) + u) array. Place a KS3(m(w - u) + u + 1; 2, 4) defined on (W1 x V) U U in 
this array. The resulting array is a KS3(m(v-u)+u+l ;2 ,  4) defined on 
(W x V) U U. Every pair of distinct elements in (W x V) U U occurs four times in 
B since F and the Kirkman squares used to construct B had index 3, = 4. It can be 
verified that each element in (W x V) U U occurs twice in each row and column 
of B. I-1 
The next recursive construction requires the existence of a KS3(v; 1, 1). 
Theorem 3.4. Let d be a KS3(m + 1; 2, 4) defined on the symbol set V = 
{0, 1 , . . . ,  m - 1} U {oo}. I f  the cells in d which contain oo can be partitioned into 
two trransversals of D, T1 and T2, such that every element in V - {oo} occurs 
precisely twice in Ti for i = 1, 2, and if there exist a KS3(2n + 3; 1, 1) and a set of 
three mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side n, then there is a KS3(mn + 
3;2, 4). 
Proof. Let D be written so that one of the transversals, ay T~, is the main 
diagonal of D. Suppose that cell (i, i) contains the block {~, a/, b/} for 
i -  1, 2 , . . . ,  m and suppose that T2 contains the block {0% ci, di} in row i for 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, where a~, b~, c~, d~ e V - {~}. Delete oo from D and call the 
resulting array of triples and pairs D'. 
Let N = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. Let K~ be a KZ3(2n + 3, 1, 1) defined on the symbol 
set (N x {x, y}) U {a~, fl, y} where {a~, fl, y} is a block in the design. K'y can be 
written in the following form: 
, 
K y= L Cxy 
We can construct 
{oo})) U {tr, #, y} from D'. First, replace each triple {i, j, k} in D'  
an (ran + 2) x (mn + 2) array A defined on (N x (V - 
with the n x n 
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array L#k. Next, replace each pair {a~, bi} and {c~, d~} with K,~, and Kc~, 
respectively for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. (Empty cells in D' are replaced with n x n 
empty arrays.) Finally, add two new rows and columns to the resulting array as 
follows: 
A = 
O£~y O£~y • " • Rc,nd m Rcldl Rc2d2 
o~[3y ot~y Ra,b, Ra2b 2 " "  " Ra ,b ,  
Co,d, Co,b1 Ks,b, go,d, 
Cc 2d 2 Ca2b2 Kc ~b ~ Kc~a : 
C~,,,e,. Car,,b,. K~.a. K~,b. 
Each element in (N x (V -  {00}))t.J {a~, fl, y) occurs twice in each row and 
column of A. Every distinct pair in (N x (V - {00})) 13 {tr, fl, y} occurs four times 
in A. Thus, A is a KS3(mn + 3; 2, 4). [] 
For completeness, we include here another product construction which requires 
the existence of a KS3(o; 1, 1). The proof can be found in [4]. 
Theorem 3.5. If these exists a KS3(n + 1; 1, 1), three mutually orthogonal Latin 
squares of side n and a KS3(m + 1; 2, 4), then there is a KS3(mn + 1; 2, 4). 
The next construction uses complementary KS3(v;1,2)s to construct 
KS3(3v; 1, 2)s. 
Theorem 3.6. I f  there exists a complementary KS3(v; 1, 2) and a set of three 
mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side v, then there exists a KS3(3v; 2, 4) which 
contains as a subarray a KS3(3; 2, 4). 
Proof. Let V/= {0i, l i , . . . ,  (v - 2)i} for i = 1, 2, 3. Let K be a complementary 
KS3(v; 1, 2) and let k be a complement of K. Ki (Ki) will denote K (/~) defined 
on the set V~ t3 {00i}. Ki ° Kj is the (v - 1) x (v - 1) array of triples formed by the 
superposition of K~ and Kj. 
Let Lt, L2 and L3 be a set of three mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side v. 
Suppose Li is defined on V~ 13 {00~} for i = 1, 2, 3. L will be the v x v array of 
triples formed by the superposition of L~, L2 and L3. We assume that cell (1, 1) 
of L contains the triple {o01,002, 003}. L can be written in the following form: 
L' }v- l '  
where 00 = {%, 002, 003}" 
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We construct a new array A as follows: 
oo oo R R } 1 
oo oo R R }1  
A= C K1o/~2 K 3 L '  } 0 -1  
C K 3 K1o/(2 L' } v 1 
CC L' L' } v 1 
A is a 3(v - 1) -4- 2 = 3v - 1 square array. Each pair in Vii O {~i} occurs four times 
in A. Each pair {xi, yi} where xi e V~ U {o0i} and y~ E Vj U {%}, i ~ j ,  occurs four 
U,=I E u times in A, once in each copy of L. Each element in s 
occurs twice in each row and column of A. Thus, A is a KSa(3v; 2, 4) defined on 
u {=1, [] 
Finally, we can also use group divisible designs to construct KS3(3v; 2, 4)s. 
Theorem 3.7. I f  there exists a doubly resolvable GDD3,_l(6n; 3;2;O, 1), then 
there exists a KS3(3n; 2, 4). 
Proof. Let V = {x l, x2 , . . . ,  x3,, Yl, Y2, • • • , Yah }" Let D be a doubly resolvable 
GDDan-I(6n; 3; 2; 0, 1) defined on V. Suppose the groups of D are {xi, Yi} for 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  3n. We can construct a KSa(3n; 2, 4) from D by identifying elements 
in the same group (i.e., replace Yi with xi for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  3n). [] 
4. Applications 
In order to apply the constructions from the previous section, we will need the 
following results on (2, 4; 3, m, h)-frames for h - 3 and h = 6 from [6]. 
Theorem 4.1. These exist (2, 4; 3, m, 3)-frames for m a positive integer, m >I 5, 
except possibly for m e N = {10, 12, 14, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 32, 34, 39}. 
Theorem 4.2. There exist (2, 4; 3, m, 6)-frames for m a positive integer, m >1 5, 
except possibly for m e M = {10, 11, 12, 14 , . . . ,  20, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 32, 34, 
39, 114, 115, 116, 118, 119, 122, 123, 124}. 
We will also use the existence of some (2, 4; 3, m, 1)-frames. 
Lemma 4.3. There exists a (2, 4; 3, m, 1)-frame for m e {13, 25, 37, 43, 277}. 
Proof. (2, 4; 3, m, 1)-frames were constructed in [5] for m = 13, 25, 37 and 43. 
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We use the algebraic technique described in [11] to construct a starter and two 
adders for a complementary (1, 2; 3,277, 1)-frame. 
Let F = GF(277) and let F* = F - {0}. We define a starter in F*. Let x be a 
primitive element of F. Let M = {1, x 92, x184}. We define Mx j = {x j, x 92+j, xla4+J}. 
A starter for a complementary (1,2;3,227,1)- frame F is S=(M,  Mx 3, 
Mx9, . . . ,  MX273). An adder for S is (1, x 3, x6 , . . . ,  x273). A starter for a 
complement of F is S and an adder for it is (x 92, x 92÷3, 
X 92+3(2), . . . , X92+92(3)). [ ]  
Finally, we require the existence of some KS3(v; 2, 4)s which contain as 
subarrays KSs(w; 2, 4)s where w 1> 3. 
Lemma 4.4. (i) There exists a KS3(v; 2, 4) which contains as a subarray a 
KS3(3; 2, 4) for v = 15, 27, 39, 51, 57, 63 and 81. 
(ii) There exists a KS3(v; 2, 4) which contains as a subarray a KS3(9; 2, 4) for 
v = 249 and v = 345. 
(iii) There exists a KS3(63; 2, 4) which contains as a subarray a KS3(15; 2, 4). 
Proof. (i) A KS3(15; 2, 4) is given in Fig. 2.2. Since there exist KS3(v; 1, 1) for 
v = 27, 39, 51, 63 and 81 [3, 8, 9, 10], Lemma 2.4 provides KS3(v; 2, 4) for these 
values. A starter for a complementary KS3(57; 1, 2) over  Z56 is {o0, 0, 28)  I.J S [3 
-S  where S is listed below. The corresponding adders are {0} OAt O-A1  and 
{28} U A21,3 -A  2. 
S 1214 3527 4722 
A 1 2 3 16 
A 2 1 4 13 
S 33 40 50 9 17 36 15 24 30 
A 1 48 10 39 
A 2 12 34 51 
44 48 13 30 35 46 19 25 45 
21 9 26 
42 50 19 
(ii) Since there exist (2, 4; 3, m, 1)-frames for m = 31 and 43 (Lemma 4.3) and 
a KS3(9; 2, 4), we can use Theorem 3.1 to construct a KS3(8(31) + 1; 2, 4) and a 
KS3(8(43) + 1; 2, 4). These arrays contain a KS3(9; 2, 4) as a subarray. 
(iii) Since there is a (2, 4; 3, 5, 3)-frame and a KS3(15; 2, 4) which contains as a 
subarray a KS3(3; 2,4) we can use Theorem 3.2 to construct a KS3(63; 2, 4) 
which contains as a subarray a KS3(15; 2, 4). [] 
We are now in a position to prove three existence results for KS3(v; 2, 4)s. 
Theorem 4.5. These exists a KZ3(v;  2, 4) which contains as a subarrary a 
KS3(3; 2, 4) for  v = 3 (rood 12). 
Proof. Let v = 12m + 3. There exist KS3(12m + 3; 2, 4) for m = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 
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(Lemma 4.3, Theorem 2.5). All of these arrays contain a KS3(3;2, 4) as a 
subarray. 
Let N1 = {10, 12, 14, 18, 22, 32, 34}, N2 = {24, 27, 39}, N3 = {20, 28} and N4 = 
{23}. Let N = L.J~=~ N~. 
Since there exist (2, 4; 3, m, 3)-frames for m t> 5, m ~ N (Theorem 4.1), we 
apply Theorem 3.2. We first apply it with h = w = 3 and n = 4. Since there exist 
three mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side 4 and a KS3(15; 2, 4) which 
contains a KS3(3; 2, 4) as a subarray, there exist KS3(12m + 3; 2, 4) for m ~ 5 and 
mfN.  
Since there exists a KS3(27; 2, 4) which contains as a subarray a KS3(3; 2, 4) 
and three mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side 8, we apply Theorem 3.2 
with h = w = 3 and n = 8 to construct KS3(24m + 3; 2, 4) for m 1> 5, m ~ N. This 
will construct KS3(12m + 3; 2, 4) for m • N1. Similarly, we can apply Theorem 3.2 
with h = w = 3 and n = 12 to construct KS3(36m + 3; 2, 4) for m ~> 5, m ~ N. This 
will provide KS3(12m +3;  2, 4) for m •N2. Applying Theorem 3.2 again with 
h = w = 3 and n = 16 will construct KS3(48m + 3; 2, 4) for m 1> 5, m ~ N. This 
provides KS3(12m + 3; 2, 4) for m • N3. 
Finally, we can construct KS3(12.23 + 3; 2, 4) by applying theorem 3.4 with 
m = 23 and n = 12. The designs required for this construction are a KS3(24; 2, 4) 
(Theorem 2.5) and a KS3(27; 1, 1) [3]. 
Note that each of the arrays that we have constructed contains a KS3(3; 2, 4) as 
a subarray. [] 
Theorem 4.6. There exists a KS3(v; 2, 4) for v -= 6 (mod 60). 
Proof. Let v = 60m + 6. A KSa(6; 2, 4) is given in Theorem 2.5. Since there exist 
(2,4;3,  n, 1)-frames for n = 13, 25 and 37 (Lemma 4.3) and three mutually 
orthogonal Latin squares of side 5, we can use Theorem 3.1 to construct 
KS3(60m + 6; 2, 4) which contain as a subarray a KSa(6; 2, 4) for m = 1, 2 and 3. 
Let N1 = {10, 12, 14, 18, 22, 32, 34}, N2= {24, 27, 30} and N3 = {4, 20, 23, 28}. 
Let N = I,.~__1N~. 
Since there exist (2, 4; m, 3)-frames for m I> 5, m ~ N, we can use Theorem 3.2 
with h = 3, w = 6 and n = 20 to construct KS3(60m + 6; 2.4) for m t> 5, m ~ N. 
Similarly, we can apply Theorem 3.2 with h = 3, w = 6 and n = 40 and h = 3, 
w = 6 and n = 60 to construct KS3(120m + 6; 2, 4) and KSa(180m + 6; 2, 4) for 
m ~> 5, m ~ N. This will provide KSa(60m + 6; 2, 4) for m • N~ t.J N2. 
There are four values of m left to consider, m • N4. We use the indirect frame 
product (Theorem 3.3) to construct KSa(60m + 6; 2, 4) for m = 4, 20 and 28. Let 
v =62,  w = 14 and h =6.  There exists a KS3(63;2, 4) which contains as a 
subarray a KS3(15; 2, 4) (Lemma 4.4) and there exists an IA(8, 1, 5). If there is a 
KSa(9m + 6; 2, 4) and a (2, 4; 3, m, 6)-frame, then there is a KS3(48m + 6; 2, 4) 
(Theorem 3.3). Let m = 5. Since there exist a (2, 4; 3, 5, 6)-frame (Theorem 4.2) 
and a KS3(51;2,4) (Lemma 4.4), there is a KS3(48.5 + 6; 2, 4). This is a 
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KS3(60.4 + 6; 2, 4). Next, let m = 2. Since there exists a (2, 4; 3, 25, 6)-frame 
(Theorem 4.2) and a KS3(231;2, 4) (231 = 12.19 + 3, Theorem 4.5), there is a 
KS3(60.20 + 6; 2, 4). Finally, let m = 35. There is a KS3(219; 2, 4) (Theorem 4.5) 
and there is a (24; 3, 35, 6)-frame. Therefore, we can construct a KS3(60.28 + 
6; 2, 4). 
Since there is a (2, 4; 3,277, 1)-frame (Lemma 4.3) and a KS3(6; 2, 4), we can 
use Theorem 3.1 to construct a KS3(277-5 + 1; 2, 4). Since 277-5 + 1 = 60.23 + 6, 
we have constructed a KS3(60-23 + 6; 2, 4). [] 
Theorem 4.7. There exist KS3(v; 2, 4) for v = 9 (rood 96). 
Proof. Let v =96m + 9. A KS3(9; 2, 4) is given in Section 2 (Fig. 2.1). Since 
there exist (2, 4; 3, n, 1)-frames for n = 13, 25 and 37 (Lemma 4.3) and three 
mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side 8, we can use Theorem 3.1 to construct 
KSa(96m + 9; 2, 4) which contain as a subarrary a KS3(9; 2, 4) for m = 1, 2 and 3. 
Let N1 = { 10, 12, 14, 18, 22, 23, 34}, N2 = {24, 27, 39} and N3 = {4, 20, 23, 28}. 
Let N 3 =U/ I N/. 
As in the previous theorems, the direct product construction (Theorem 3.2) can 
be used to provide KSa(96m +9;2 ,  4), KS3(192m +9;2,  4) and KS3(288m + 
9;2, 4) whenever there is a (2,4;3,  m, 3)-frame. Thus, we ccan construct 
KS3(96m + 9; 2, 4) for m I> 4, m ¢ N3. 
We now consider the four remaining values of m : m • N3 = {4, 20, 23, 28}. 
(i) m = 4. We have 96.4 + 9 = 6.5.13 + 3 = 393. Since there is a (2, 4; 3, 5, 6)- 
frame, three mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side 13 and a KS3(81;2, 4) 
a subarray a KS3(3;2,4), by Theorem 3.2 there is a which contains as 
KS3(393; 2, 4). 
(ii) m = 20. We 
Theorem 3.3, with 
have 96.20 + 9 = 40.48 + 9. We use indirect product, 
h=6,  v=62,  w=14,  u=8 and m=40.  There exist a 
(2, 4; 3, 4, 6)-frame, an IA(8, 1, 5), a KS3(63; 2, 4) which contains a KS3(15; 2, 4) 
and a KS3(40-6 + 9; 2, 4) (Lemma 4.4). Thus, there is a KS3(40.48 + 9; 2, 4). 
(iii) m = 23. We have 96-23 + 9 = 6.9.41 + 3. Since there is a (2, 4; 3, 41, 6)- 
frame, three mutually orthogonal Latin squares of side 9 and a KS3(57; 2, 4) 
which contains as a subarray a KS3(3; 2, 4) (Lemma 4.4), we can construct a 
KS3(6.9-41 + 3; 2, 4) using Theorem 3.2. 
(iv) m = 28. We have 96.28 + 9 = 48.56 + 9. Again, we apply the indirect 
product, Theorem 3.3, with v = 62, w = 14, u = 8, h = 6 and m = 56 to construct 
a KS3(48.56 + 9; 2, 4). Lemma 4.4 provides the necessary KS3(354; 2, 4). [] 
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